
Key Facts to Learn

Learning Exercises 13 to 14

L13. Decimal fractions

� When 1 is divided into 10 equal 

parts (or 100, or 1000...), we give it

a special name: a decimal fraction.

� There is also a special way of 

writing decimal fractions using a 

decimal point, for example:

• can be written as 0.1.

• We say, “Zero point one”.

L14. Money 

� £1.00 = 100p

£1.00 = 2 x 50p

£1.00 = 5 x 20p

£1.00 = 10 x 10p

£5 note = 5 x £1 coins

£10 note = 10 x £1 coins or 

5 x £2 coins

£20 note = 20 x £1 coins or 

10 x £2 coins

� Money is written down as a 

decimal fraction, for example:

• £2.05 means, “two pounds and 

five pence”.

• £2.50 means, “two pounds and 

fifty pence”.

• £3.88 means, “three pounds and 

eighty-eight pence”. 

We say, “Three pounds 

eighty-eight”.

� Remember to write a decimal 

point to separate the pounds 

from the pence:

£3.88
pounds pence
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� Shade five tenths of this rectangle 

in blue:

� Now shade one tenth in red.

• How many tenths have 

not been shaded in?

� Underline the fraction of the buttons

that are ringed:
P10a 

P10b

� Complete the shading so that one

quarter is shaded in:

� Find of:

24p 32 m 

� Find of:

30 kg 48p
p

kg
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Practice Exercise 10
Fractions of Objects and Amounts

� What fraction of the rectangle is

one quarter

one half one third

one whole

one tenth

• purple? • orange?

• blue? • white?
_

_

_
_

� Shade in:

P10c

� Mum served up 12 fish 

fingers but Peter ate some! 

What fraction did he eat?

_

� Kassim gave his brother one third of

his marbles. He kept 12. How many

did his brother get?

� How many yellow fraction 

pieces could the rectangle be 

divided into?

3_
4

1_
8
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Practice Exercise 25b and 25cGeometry: Symmetry

� Mark the lines of symmetry on the symmetrical flags:

� Draw another symmetrical flag:

P25b 

� Draw a non-symmetrical flag:

P25c
� Draw the reflections of these shapes in the mirror line.

� Make these patterns symmetrical.
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Thinking Tasks 3 to 5
T3. Old Mother Hubbard � You want to find out if heavy things take up more space in the cupboard.� Look in your kitchen cupboards andchoose a range of at least six small,large, light and heavy items, allunopened and packaged, andweighing between 50 g and 500 g. � Draw up a table like this: 

� Order and list your items fromlightest to heaviest using the weightsshown on the labels. � Then re-order and list your itemsaccording to the amount of spacethey take up. 
� Compare the lists. What do you notice?� Do heavy things take up more spacein the cupboard?

Weight Space usedLightest

Heaviest

Least
space

Most
space

T4. Nosey Parker!
� How many noses do youthink there are on the Achievement page?

� Write down your guess. � Now without counting, estimate howmany noses there are in just the top row. 
� Now count them. Record your result. 

� Choose another 2 rows and repeat.� Use these results to estimate howmany noses are on the whole page.Write how you did it. � Is your estimate for the whole pagethe same as your guess? Which oneis the most accurate? Why?

Top row

My estimate:
My count:
Difference:

T5. Subtracting money
� Using the coins 10p, 20p, 50p, £1 and £2, investigate how manydifferent amounts you can make bytaking one coin away from the other, for example:
£2 – 50p = £1.50

� Using the same coins, give any twoamounts ending in 0 that you cannotmake by subtracting these coins.

Ask an adult
to help you. 
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